In the ten years since Pierre Teilhard de Chardin's *Phenomenon of Man* first appeared in English, the thought of the French paleontologist has attracted widespread attention and produced an uncommon degree of controversy. Teilhard's evolutionary theories have found receptive audiences in the most unlikely places, from Marxist theoreticians in Moscow to Leopold Senghor in Senegal and to the Mountain Survival School in Black Hawk, Colorado; and, as is to be expected, most followers seem to have accepted their message in a rather uncritical way. The controversy has achieved a sharper focus in two distinct circles: the Catholic theological community, and among those few scientists who take the trouble to involve themselves in the discussion of such broadly general theories as Teilhard's are.

The problems Teilhard encountered within his own church are too well known to even mention here; in the last few years, however, it has been orthodox Catholics who have contributed most to the analysis of his thought. While most Catholics seem to believe that it is possible and valuable to reconcile Teilhard's conceptions with the traditional Christian world view, some still balk at what they consider his radical reinterpretations of the nature of God, the process of creation, and the nature of sin. The scientific community is equally divided, but the proportions are roughly reversed: few scientists admit any value to Teilhard's notions, although some outstanding scientists like biologist Julian Huxley and geneticist Theodosius Dobzhansky have not dismissed his ideas out of hand. Most scientists, however, have followed the lead provided by Peter Medawar, the Nobel Prize-winning virologist, whose virulent review of *The Phenomenon of Man* set the tone for an almost general ostracism of the French Jesuit in scientific circles. When about eight years ago I asked one of my genetics teachers in graduate school what he thought of Teilhard, the answer was that the man was a charlatan to be forgotten as soon as possible; this I found later to be a fairly typical reaction.
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While most of the scientific arguments about the merits of Teilhard's work have revolved around his positions on evolution and genetics, little attention has been paid to the sociological applications of his ideas, and then almost exclusively in the Catholic literature. This is not surprising, since Teilhard did not claim any competence in the social sciences, nor is the subject at all developed in his work. Yet if one reads his books attentively, one becomes aware of some extremely stimulating sociological questions implicitly stated in the broader context of his work. Therefore it might be useful to develop the social aspects of Teilhard's thesis, remembering that contemporary sociology has been deeply influenced by the thought of men whose sociological understanding was not only rather na"ive, but who were even adverse to the use of sociological explanations: Marx, Freud, Husserl, and Piaget are a few names that come immediately to mind.

It is almost certain that what has precluded social scientists from seriously considering Teilhard's work is the bad reputation that the latter has acquired among natural scientists. If Teilhard's basic statements about the evolutionary process are wrong or unscientific, then what could we possibly gain from a painstaking development of his much less obvious sociological contributions? And if his natural science is invalid, how can his social science be useful, given that the second is based on the first? The only way to answer this perfectly legitimate question is that whatever contribution Teilhard might bring to the social sciences, it is not going to be a "scientific" one in the strict sense; it is more a heuristic apport, or the kind of "metaphysical" reorientation that even such a hardheaded positivist as Popper recognizes as having a vital role in science. In fact one really does not need to apologize at all for the lack of firm scientific grounding in Teilhard's theory. As we shall see later, one of the suggestions of his work is precisely that as far as social science is concerned, metaphysics and science are related in a dialectic symbiosis that cannot be separated without missing the point of social reality. In other words, what in one generation is metaphysical speculation disguised as science, in the next generation might become the social reality to which the scientific method can legitimately be applied. The putative "objective laws of society," whether they are postulated by Marx or Parsons, act as self-fulfilling prophecies which help to determine the actual social relations of the community that has accepted their truth. We shall consider this controversial idea in more detail later; but before we begin to unravel Teilhard's ideas in earnest, it behooves us to state the limitations of this analysis.
In the first place, it should be clear that since Teilhard has not clearly developed his sociological theses, this attempt to develop them is highly subjective, and might not correspond to what others might "read" into his thought. What I have tried to do was to start with some of his basic postulates and work deductively to form conclusions that are applicable to present concerns in the social sciences. In doing so I might have projected some of my own thinking in Teilhard's, and if so I shall assume responsibility for it; but I submit that inasmuch as the logical links connecting the postulates to the conclusions are valid, the latter are indeed contained in the system that Teilhard has attempted to create. Second, the system here reviewed is the one outlined in *The Phenomenon of Man*, which is probably the most self-contained expression of Teilhard's lifelong work, and no attempt will be made to use material included in other sources. Third, I will not try to consider every aspect of his system, nor even to deal with some of its most basic components: the point is not to assess the system in its entirety, but only to examine those aspects of it that might be relevant to the present concerns of the social sciences. And, finally, there will be no attempt made to use any of the religious, teleological, or generally eschatological aspects of Teilhard's thought. Although these aspects are indispensable to the understanding of Teilhard as a person, I do not believe they are as necessary to his theory as it is commonly held. With these preliminary considerations out of the way, we shall now proceed to the substantive part of the analysis.

**Do Natural Laws Govern Social History?**

One of the most persistent problems in all social sciences concerns the very grounds of its activity: Is social reality continuous with physical reality, are laws of human behavior qualitatively identical with natural laws, and, therefore, should the social scientist model his approach on those of the natural scientist? Everyone is aware that if these questions have been often raised in the last hundred years, they have never been asked with the insistence and the intensity with which they are being asked now. It is thus appropriate to begin by considering what Teilhard's system contributes to the answer of this most urgent question.

"Man," runs one of Teilhard's most vivid definitions, "is nothing else than evolution become conscious of itself." The consequences of this way of looking at man are far-reaching. If indeed, as it is self-evident, man is just part of the process of changing and evolving matter, *but is a part that has become conscious of the process of change*, then the study of man and his actions must take this fact into account.
“Nature” changes according to laws that are constant over long-range periods, and there is no feedback from physical systems to the laws that rule them, because physical systems are unaware of these laws or of any alternative to them. Man, on the other hand, having slowly developed the concept of freedom, is able to posit alternative courses of action and thus escape, even if only occasionally and at the price of great efforts of imagination and of will, the strict determinism of previously existing conditions. The above statement is, at the metaphysical level, fraught with explosive controversy. Philosophers and scientists alike will denounce it as a return to a discredited faith in free will. But this can be done only by invoking metaphysical arguments, since empirically it is clear that most of us act most of the time as if we had a free will, and we make choices accordingly, thereby changing the complexion of the future in a myriad of unpredictable ways. Empiricists who are aware of what they are doing know, as Popper does, that the law of universal causation is a metaphysical assumption rather than a “scientific fact.”

But Teilhard is not trying to evade the law of causation: he simply brings into focus the qualitative difference in the way causation works—at least potentially—in the human realm. Politics, art, science itself are possible only because of the implicit assumption that man must project previously nonexisting models into the future, and thereby change a relevant aspect of reality. The whole point of Popper’s The Poverty of Historicism is that social reality changes as a function of the increase in human knowledge: but this fact leads him to a diametrically opposite conclusion from Teilhard’s. According to Popper, long-range laws of human development and social change cannot be established because as knowledge increases, the laws and forms of social interaction will be changed to suit the new knowledge. And since the content of new knowledge is by definition unpredictable, laws of social change are equally impossible to establish in advance. Thus Popper concludes that the realistic and proper task of social scientists is to understand the laws of social life operating at any given time, and on the basis of this knowledge to help eliminate those factors of social life which at any given time the majority of people (or some unspecified representative segment thereof) consider most nefarious—factors such as overpopulation, atomic armaments, and ecological pollution are in our day. By no means, Popper contends, should the social scientist attempt to hold on either to a utopian idea of society or to a belief in an unchanging law of social development: to do so would only stifle progress, since no social scientist can ever know in advance what new form of society, or law of human relationship, can evolve in the future.
Teilhard disagrees with this position for the simple reason that he claims that an unchanging law of evolution does in fact exist. Evolution in the social as well as in any other sphere proceeds in the direction of higher and higher complexity of material structure, accompanied by an increase in the consciousness of the system. At the human level this corresponds to an increase in self-awareness among the members of social aggregates. In other words Teilhard does not claim to know what form social reality will assume in the future, but he does believe that it is possible to perceive a general law of human—and social—evolution. We will examine in the next section what this law is supposedly like. In the meantime, the important point to recognize is that if we accept Teilhard's position, then our notions of what is social reality, and of what is the task of the social scientist, must be altered drastically.

Do Natural Laws Specify Values?

If one were to accept the premise that complexification—as defined in the next section—is the material basis on which the development of human consciousness is predicated, then it seems that the "value-free" stance underlying contemporary social science loses much of its meaning and its attractiveness. Rather than adopting cultural relativity and denying itself the use of values, social science would become concerned with looking at social reality from the "biased" standpoint of the evolution of consciousness. In looking at social systems, structures, norms, roles, and sanctions, the sociologist would look for complexity as the unifying theme in the phenomena he studied, and he would be asking the question: does this particular structure allow the development of consciousness more or less than structures that seem to be otherwise functionally equivalent? In other words, accepting Teilhard's premise would give theoretical sociology an explicit criterion of evaluation, and applied sociology a normative direction. This would align the social sciences closer to medicine, where the criterion of "health" explicitly underlies even the most basic research, and farther away from the traditionally "value-free" natural sciences. Of course, in point of fact the natural sciences themselves have never been value-free intrinsically, as more and more people are beginning to realize: the implicit assumption of the scientist has always been that replicable observations made under experimental conditions lead to the true understanding of reality, and the criterion of proof for this assumption has been his ability to control the environment in ways that make sense, more or less, from an anthropocentric perspective. The "self-evident" quality
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of knowledge in the physical sciences or mathematics is in reality pred-
icated on the existence of a "special consensus" similar to that which
a shaman has to provide to his apprentices in order for their reality to
be validated.13

But Teilhard's criterion of consciousness is certainly not a new idea:
other thinkers have tried to isolate such a central theme to give a
coherent meaning to the unfolding of human evolution. Just within
the last generation one might mention Croce, who asked historians to
consider freedom as the central thread running through history,14 or
Berdyaev who attempted to do the same for social philosophy,15 or
Sorokin who presented the concept of love as a unifying criterion for
the social scientist.16 If these attempts have been on the whole un-
successful, it is mainly because their proponents have been unable to
specify their criteria and present them in a form that could be readily
used by historians, social philosophers, or sociologists. We should then
expect Teilhard's notion of complexity to be amenable to a more
practical, perhaps even operational, definition.

This is exactly what we propose to do; but first we must face an
initial problem. From what has been said so far, it would seem that
Teilhard's whole system stands or falls on the assumption that evolu-
tion has in fact progressed, from the development of physical molecules
to human aggregates, along a path of increasing complexification. In
fact, many natural scientists contend that there is no such underlying
pattern in evolution: some relatively complex animal species have been
replaced by less complex forms, and, moreover, it is impossible to
ascertain scientifically what species might be dominant at any given
time. And finally, even if there was such a trend in evolution, this
would not mean that complexification was a "general law" that will
necessarily affect the future.17 Even if one grants the weight of these
objections, Teilhard's model is not thereby invalidated. The fact is
that the criterion of complexity, on the human scale, is more of the
nature of an "ought" than of an "is." If we develop the implication
of the definition of man as "evolution become conscious of itself" then it
follows that to pursue complexity is a matter of choice: evolution up
to man might not have proceeded unfailingly according to the pat-
tern of complexification, but this course of action is open to man.18
Teilhard was well aware that humanity might not choose to follow
this plan of evolution, and outlined all the hurdles which stood in its
path. So, to paraphrase Voltaire, if complexification did not exist, it
would be necessary to invent it. But then one should evaluate the cri-
terion of complexity/consciousness on its own merits, without regard to its
scientific inevitability, and in order to decide whether Teilhard's idea is worth adopting as a normative basis for social science, we have to develop it and open up its implications for discussion.

**Structural Complexity and Human Consciousness**

Teilhard's concept of complexity is an attribute of systems, whether at the physical, biological, or social level. Complexity is a function of two factors: the specialization (or diversification, or uniqueness) of the units that make up the system, and the level of integration of the units within the system. A system with more diversified elements, or whose elements are more thoroughly integrated with each other, or both, is more complex than an otherwise equivalent system. Integration can be further defined as the mutual dependence of the units on each other, or in information-theory terms, as the ability of the units to exchange information within the system. One further variable that bears on complexity is the kind of "energy" that keeps the system in an organized state. In Teilhard's usage *tangential energy* (as applied to human systems) is the force of necessity or coercion which is instrumental in keeping a group of people interacting together: people participate in hunting parties or armies mainly because of tangential forces. *Radial energy* depends for its existence on the organization made possible by tangential energy: in other words, necessary material causes are responsible for the development of any human aggregate; but once this is formed, voluntaristic solidarity binding its members might arise within the group and be more important for its cohesion than the external causes. The higher the radial/tangential ratio of forces in a system, the higher the potential complexity of the system. Whether a group is held together mainly by tangential or radial energy depends on the original energy input of the system, and on the subsequent complexification of the system. A group of scientists might be captured by an alien power, for instance, and assigned to work on a certain task. The initial energy input in this case would be almost exclusively tangential and the resulting group would not be very complex; but if the captured scientists were to find pleasure in each others' company despite their captive status, the complexity of the group might increase.

The importance of the concept of complexity for Teilhard resides in the fact that human consciousness can evolve only as a result of the further complexification in man's nervous system, or what is even more important, as a result of the further complexification of the social patterns he develops. We all know that early sociologists have viewed individual psychic differentiation to be caused by the division of labor
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in society, or that Redfield saw the main difference between "civilized" and "primitive" people to consist in the peculiar self-awareness, ability to reflect and to be critical, that the former possess; a change he ascribed to the complex and diversified roles that men first had to assume during the first urban revolution, circa 4000 B.C. Consciousness, in Teilhard's terms, is really nothing more than the experience of complexity at the human stage of evolution. To be conscious for man is to reflect on his own complexity: phenomenologically it means an awareness of one's own desires and possibilities, and an ability to empathize with the desires and possibilities of others. Thus, paradoxically, man becomes more complex (and conscious) the more intimately he is related to others—as long as he does not have to sacrifice his uniqueness, or the voluntariness of his participation in the relationship.

These are the almost embarrassingly simple variables in Teilhard's scheme. Despite its simplicity, however, the scheme seems to be able to generate a great variety of useful models for the understanding of data about social behavior. Let us take, for instance, some findings in microsociology to see how the complexity model can help us to understand them better. Research done by Bavelas, Leavitt, Shaw, and by others, shows that small experimental groups working at problem-solving tasks develop different types of relationships depending on the seating arrangement provided, and therefore on the pattern of internal communication that develops within the group. A circular seating arrangement produces a better integration of the members: nobody feels particularly isolated from the others, no leadership develops, and the members of the group enjoy the experience. Circular groups solve existential problems that have no predetermined solutions faster than groups seated in different arrangements, but they have a more difficult time in solving problems with prescribed solutions. A linear seating arrangement produces group interaction that is in many respects the opposite of the circular one: the centrally located individual emerges as the leader, the others feel increasingly marginal the further away they are from the center. The leader enjoys the task, but marginal members do not. The linear group deals efficiently with "closed" problems, but has a difficult time agreeing on the solution of "open" ones.

If one applies the available theoretical models, these results remain interesting, but disconnected, bits of information. Teilhard's concept of complexity, however, allows us to see the findings in a new light: small groups of the same size can be organized structurally so as to increase or decrease their internal complexity. The circular group, al-
though less efficient or less functional in certain types of tasks, is—other things being equal—the more complex and therefore the most likely to further the consciousness of its members. Elsewhere I have tried to show how different common patterns of interaction among people in different cultures might lead to the same results.

If the notion of complexity can yield a valuable normative criterion to small-group research, it can also be equally well applied to problems in macrosociology ranging from studies of entire social systems to problems in urbanization. In the next section we shall try to develop at some length a developmental analysis of the institution of the family from this perspective.

But before we do this, it should be made clear that simple as the concept of complexity might seem initially, its application is far from being always obvious. Let us take, for instance, a relatively simple situation. Suppose we are confronted with two musical events: a traditional performance of Bach's works, and a rock 'n' roll evening featuring one of the extreme new groups. The two events are legitimate subjects of sociological study: although impermanent, the two audience-performer aggregates are for a few hours a "group," and the event is one of a set of recurring cultural phenomena. The question is: which of these two temporary groups is more complex? If we assume that the structural arrangements of the groups are identical (i.e., rows of theater seats), the answer is far from obvious. One might perhaps look at the formal structure of the musical scores that are performed and conclude that the Bach concert must be the more complex of the two. But this would be misleading since complexity refers to the individual freedom of each member to be himself and to the feeling of belonging that binds each member to the others. A group of teenagers whose individual development has been associated with rock 'n' roll rhythms will not find a Bach evening consciousness-producing, while they might gain increased consciousness from listening to the rock 'n' roll group. So that if in an absolute sense we might perhaps say that everything else being equal the Bach evening will produce a group of highest complexity, we should also recognize in the same breath that everything is never equal. This conclusion seems to bring us back to a position of cultural relativism, except that we have gained a direction: we can acknowledge that rock can be just as consciousness-expanding as Bach, or more so, yet we can also say that Bach allows for more potential complexity provided that the individuals in the group are able to integrate the music into their consciousness, in other words provided that they can respond spontaneously to all its complexity.
These first attempts to apply a few of Teilhard's central ideas to sociology are necessarily crude and not specific enough; the only way to refine and strengthen this approach is through further discussion, criticism, and applications of the ideas to a variety of empirical problems.

**A Developmental View of the Family**

To give a cursory developmental sketch of even the simplest of social institutions in such a short space is certainly a foolhardy attempt, and the family, despite its structural clarity, is not a simple structure in Teilhard's terms. Ambitious as the task might be, it is one worth trying as an exercise in the application of the complexity-consciousness model.

Most students of human evolution agree that the establishment of the family—the formal recognition of kinship ties—is a turning point in man's emergence from his animal past. When man becomes able to recognize and symbolize his relationship to other men, the first element of culture has emerged. The significance of this step is well expressed by Lévi-Strauss:

> avant elle [the incest taboo] la Culture n'est pas encore donnée; avec elle, la Nature cesse d'exister, chez l'homme, comme un règne souverain. La prohibition de l'inceste est le processus par lequel la Nature se dépasse elle-même; elle allume l'étincelle sous l'action de laquelle une structure d'un nouveau type, et plus complexe, se forme, et se superpose, en se les intégrant, aux structures plus simples de la vie psychique, comme ces dernières se superposent, en se les intégrant, aux structures plus simples qu'elles-mêmes, de la vie animale. Elle opère, et par elle-même constitue, l'avènement d'un ordre nouveau.27

For Lévi-Strauss, "the spark that causes the emergence of a new order" is man's discovery that through the regulation of marriage he is able to establish bonds of solidarity which are not present in the "natural" state. The incest taboo is "not so much a rule that forbids marriage with mother, sister, or daughter, but rather a rule that requires to give mother, sister, or daughter to someone else."28 Of course, bonds that facilitate cooperation exist all through the animal phyla, uniting parents with each other and with their offspring in behavioral patterns that facilitate their survival. This differs from the bonding mechanism of the human family in that the latter has become a conscious process, and in so doing it has entered a new dimension of complexity and flexibility—what we usually call the "cultural" dimension.
Although it is impossible to adduce evidence on the subject, it is safe to assume that the main causal factors involved in the development of kinship systems are essentially of two types. The first of these is man's reflection on the existence of "natural" ties between him and other human beings. The biological relationships of intercourse and birth, upon conscious reflection, yield the cultural concepts of marriage and descent. Thus the statuses of kinship, implying complex sets of reciprocal obligations and privileges, have arisen in part from the recognition of biologically constituted ties; but the crucial factor is that these ties have been given meanings in the new cultural context, and they have served as cornerstones for the building of the whole kinship institution, with all its statuses more and more removed from their original biological connection. But the "culturization" of simple biological ties would not have spread to all known human groups had it not offered an edge in survival to those who adopted it. The second types of explanation for the existence of the family stresses the advantages that a cooperating unit with a clear role structure has over a collection of individuals related through undefined expectations. In other words we can see the evolution of the family as a result of man's conscious realization of biological relatedness, and of the competitive advantage that such a realization brought to those who had adopted it.

It should be noted that up to this point the "explanation" for the existence of the family relies only on variables that Teilhard would classify as manifestations of tangential forces. Biological relatedness, and selective advantage for survival, are material, determining causes which force people into a relationship. At the beginnings of the family and during much of its history we do not often see spontaneous love, friendship, or respect binding the members of the institution together in a voluntaristic unit. We see instead the requirements of collective and individual survival prescribing the roles of the members; and the family unit is held together by considerations of need, strength, or financial advantage. Nevertheless, as Teilhard's model suggests, every system that becomes more complex in its material structures will also generate an increased amount of radial energy, which manifests itself in this case as interpersonal ties that are more and more independent of instinct and of other tangential forces.

Let us follow this development more closely. As we have seen, man is forced by selective evolutionary pressures to live in relation with others. This forced union, however, produces a more complex system: a group whose members take on relatively specialized roles. As Teilhard has said, "union differentiates"; and the larger the kinship unit,
the more uniquely varied its members' activities can become, at least potentially. The differentiation of roles produces, in its turn, a differentiation in the family members' perspective on the world, resulting in increased psychological complexity for the group. And in a complex group each member has the potential of absorbing other individuals' points of views, different from his own. Thus the psychological complexity of the group complexifies the individual's consciousness. The main results of this process are that man becomes able to empathize with others, and that the radial forces binding him to others become stronger: love, friendship, respect begin to act as real forces, even though still infinitesimal in comparison with the tangential forces of instinct and need. The feelings of love and brotherhood could not have been experienced by man living alone, or in a nonstructured relationship with others; it is to the complex, constricting bonds of kinship that we owe the emergence of this new type of social bonding force. And as a result, it is now possible to envision marriage and kinship ties based not on material interest but on much more subtle psychological needs, and perhaps even on "disinterested" love. Admittedly, human relationships held together mainly by such refined sentiments (or radial forces) are still more of a theoretical possibility than even a limited practice. But evolution is an exceedingly slow process, and even only a few thousand years ago it seems to have been impossible to conceive of a stable and legitimate human relationship based only on the voluntary and mutual attraction of its members. Therefore it should not be surprising that just a few thousand years later we are not yet able to build stable social structures—(even simple dyadic ones) with just radial energy alone.

The point that Teilhard's model clarifies is that man could not have evolved the consciousness necessary to develop his culture without having been the member of an ever complexifying social matrix. The family has been the most "natural," the most simple unit of the matrix, and therefore universally the first step in social complexification. But the very success of the family as a structural unit constitutes its limitation from an evolutionary perspective. If man is to build structures of a higher complexity—and thereby increase the range of his consciousness—he has to withdraw some of the energy invested in the family and use it to form less and less natural units: clans, tribes, cities, nations. At each level of complexity, and before a higher level is achieved, there is a period of apparently chaotic decay during which the old bonds are loosened. But the dissolution is a necessary precondition if a more complex restructuring is to occur. For instance, the concept of na-
tionality has to be outgrown and in part discredited before a universal political body has any hopes of becoming established. Of course there is no guarantee that the complexification of social structures, and consequently of human consciousness, will continue to proceed essentially in a linear direction, despite local aberrations, relapses, and various historical horrors. As the complexity of human institutions increases, and consciousness follows apace, the drag of entropy becomes ever more perceptible. The possibility of evil grows at the same rate as consciousness does. There is no way of knowing whether man will have enough radial energy—enough love, sympathy, self-control—to keep abreast with the ever-expanding need for cooperation that is being thrust upon us. The old institutions that used to regulate men's relation with one another are being freshly discovered and found shockingly wanting: laws, beliefs, ways of life that a former generation had freely built as the highest expressions of man's evolving consciousness are now seen by a new generation as manifestations of tangential energy that constrict the evolution of consciousness. Just as the application of tangential energy produces new radial energy, so when the latter becomes objectified it inevitably turns into tangential force. This is the dialectic of evolution, according to Teilhard, and we are now in a period in which the consciousness developed and accumulated under the present social institutions is straining to burst the structures that have created it and help create a new set of social institutions more congruent with itself.

But what is happening to the family while the rest of society heaves in the throes of change? We have seen that the family, by developing consciousness and thus allowing the emergence of more complex institutions, has made itself obsolete in many important respects. The family is no longer a necessary defensive, economic, or status-giving unit; its importance as a training institution for the values and the occupational roles of the society has also drastically diminished. In fact we would say that most of the tangential forces that kept the family together have ceased to exert pressure. This means that the family can now be a truly voluntary institution, one in which people can join freely for simply emotional reasons. Parsons has noted this change in the function of the American family, a change which, although still mostly potential, is nevertheless drastic enough to deserve recognition. Following Teilhard's model, we would say that the radial/tangential energy ratio is now rapidly increasing in both the input and the output of the family system. Ideally, the function of the modern family, emancipated from its material responsibilities, is to create a social environment in which members accept, understand, and love each
other despite (or more exactly because of) individual differences. In other words the evolutionary task of the family is now that of increasing consciousness by providing a psychologically complex unit, where love constitutes the bond that is required to keep the system going, and where respect for individual differences and encouragement to express them allows for the individuation of the system's component parts.

It should also be kept in mind that the dyadic relationship institutionalized in marriage is in all probability a transient form of a basic social bond, and that if evolution continues, more complex forms will surely replace it. But in the meantime Teilhard's theory suggests that we cannot advance by cutting corners, by removing too many of the tangential supports at once. Heightened consciousness requires a complex structure to support it; but a complex structure cannot be maintained on radial energy alone unless the people involved in it have already achieved a high enough level of consciousness. Thus the long centuries of arranged marriages were the prelude to the development of the feeling of reciprocal love that can make free marriages possible now. This kind of explanation is not based on any Lamarckian notions of evolution, or on Jungian beliefs in an inheritable collective unconscious. Simply, it claims that social feelings like cooperation, friendship, and love, rather than being the original causes that contributed to the formation of social groups, are, on the contrary, some of the effects of living in social groups. Once such feelings are first experienced as a result of interaction, they can be objectified through signs and symbols and become part of the culture. The real meaning of human evolution, from Teilhard's viewpoint, is the accumulation of more and more complex experiences, resulting from more and more complex interpersonal relationships, which through the medium of culture increase the complexity of individual consciousness, century by slow century.

Of course, this is only one side of the picture. As Teilhard was well aware, interaction also makes possible the refinement of selfishness, intolerance, and hate. So the potential for higher complexity in interpersonal relations proceeds step by step with the potential for increasingly destructive antisocial forces. The task of those who feel called to work for the advancement of consciousness is to find ways to reduce the likelihood of entropy prevailing over complexification by an appropriate manipulation of tangential and radial energies. According to Teilhard, there are two general trends that endanger complexification. He calls these repulsion and materialization, manifested at the human level as selfishness and conformity, respectively. To apply these concepts
to the family, we can see that materialization is the consequence of overly strong tangential forces; when the family must keep together in order to survive in its physical or cultural environment, its members are forced into their kinship roles, and there is little chance for individual freedom and for the fulfillment of personal potential. The family has been for a long time—evolutionarily speaking—on the materializing end of the continuum, and the development of complexity has been hindered mostly by excessive tangential pressures. In part this is still true, at least as far as the children's relationship to their parents is concerned; except for a few experimental communities such as the kibbutzim, children have no choice about their filial role until they come of age. But, on the whole, the danger of repulsion is perhaps becoming the paramount one in contemporary technological societies: consciousness is still not strong enough, in general, to maintain a complex institution equivalent to the family in the absence of external pressures. How to help avoiding the Scylla and Charybdis of materialization and repulsion offers a noble challenge to the ingenuity of the social scientist. In fact we can be sure that eventually natural selection will determine which forms of social institutions are worth preserving and which are not. But the selection procedures of evolution are often exceedingly harsh. So it is our task as social scientists to ease the birthpangs of evolution and hasten the processes by which man can develop enough consciousness to cope with his human condition.

CONCLUSIONS

By now it must be perfectly obvious that this exposition of some of the basic elements in the thought of Teilhard de Chardin is "biased" in favor of the theory presented. The bias stems from the feeling familiar to many social scientists today that a new operational basis is needed for the sciences of man if these are to be better attuned to the understanding of peculiarly human problems. Sharing this uneasiness, I have presented this explication of Teilhard's theories in the hope that it can stimulate a discussion and a reevaluation of the goals of social science. Specifically, Teilhard's concept of the evolution of consciousness appears to give such a goal, and a normative theoretical direction acceptable to reasonable men regardless of prior scientific or religious commitments. The potentially operational concept of complexity/consciousness offers what seems to be a very useful evaluative criterion for comparing social structures and giving direction to social change. The constructs which Teilhard calls "tangential" and "radial" energies could open up for study a hitherto unmanageable range of social phenomena. Although this brief exposition barely begins to unfold the possibilities
inherent in Teilhard's works, it is hoped that some of the ideas hinted at here might grow into usable parameters for the understanding of man.

In conclusion, the main goal of this paper could not be better summarized than by quoting a beautifully concise passage from Jaspers:

The question of the nature of man relates to a number of further questions: What does man will to make of himself, and what can he make of himself? What purpose is this transformation to serve? Consequently man has two profoundly different attitudes toward himself: He can observe and investigate himself as an existence that simply is of such and such a nature and that undergoes alterations in accordance with discoverable laws, and he can also submit to criteria and impose upon himself demands which must honestly be acknowledged if he is to insure his own regeneration. He cannot actually do the one without the other, for a complete and final separation would cripple or impoverish his attitudes. However a methodological separation is unavoidable as a temporary expedient. We call the observation of man's existence "anthropology" and "psychology," while the making of demands upon the innermost nature we call "philosophy." Psychology investigates, makes discoveries, and predicts. Philosophy appeals, projects possibilities, and prepares the way for decision. But tacitly present in all human psychology is an interest in possibilities and an appeal for further self-development, just as, in all philosophy, psychology continues to function as a means of expression as well as a condition without which the philosophical appeal would remain thin and insubstantial [last italics added].

This paper is an attempt to reintegrate "an interest in possibilities and an appeal for further self-development" into the methodology of the social sciences.

NOTES


13. One of the best examples of how "special consensus" can validate reality is in Carlos Castaneda, The Teachings of Don Juan (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968).


Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi

18. This is not Teilhard's own position, however. He held on steadfastly to the belief that complexification was a scientifically accurate description of evolution.
20. It is perhaps unfortunate that the term "energy," with its precise connotation preempted by the physical sciences, should be used here as a rather vague, non-operational construct. The phenomenon that Teilhard describes as "tangential energy" presents no problems, since this is the kind of energy familiar to all followers of deterministic science. "Radial energy," on the other hand, is something utterly controversial. By this term Teilhard defines (at the human level of evolution) such phenomena as love, brotherhood, etc., which, though they originate in tangential forces, are not reducible to them.
29. Teilhard de Chardin, *Phenomenon of Man*, p. 262 (see also nn. 22 and 23 above).
30. This is, of course, the reason for the systematic attempts made to eliminate the family as a strong unit, along with other institutions, whenever a new social order is established, as in the case of Soviet Russia, China, or the Israeli kibbutzim. See also Luigi Barzini's interesting analysis of the failure of Italian civic structures (*The Italians* [New York: Atheneum Publishers, 1964]), which he attributes to the exclusive loyalty Italians devote to their kinship obligations.
32. See Teilhard's discussion on how civilization proceeds by incorporating "artificial" structures until they become "natural" and release energy for building new "artificial" structures of a higher complexity (*Phenomenon of Man*, pp. 221 ff.).
33. Ibid., pp. 255 ff.